The answer lies in your mind power
The Quantum Focus iQube is designed to boost your mind power so you can get back to the
business of learning and living your life to its fullest potential.
“For the past week, I have been using the Focus iQube while studying for the GMAT (Graduate
Management Admissions Test).
I took 5 practice tests over the course of 6 weeks prior to using the Focus iQube. My scores on
these 5 tests were: 530, 500, 590, and 550.
I was beginning to think I was not smart enough to be admitted to a top-tier business school.
I then added the Focus iQube to my study regimen. I took two more practice tests and received a
670 and a 650, with 640 being my score on the real exam.
The addition of the Focus iQube to my study program improved my focus and allowed me to
study for longer hours. Additionally, my desire to take breaks decreased and I felt as if the
quality of my study sessions increased.”

Mike R., MA, Private Equity Associate & Investment Banker, Denver, Colorado
Mike’s transformation clearly demonstrates that a dramatic shift in performance is possible when
the correct sound therapy frequencies are applied through a next-generation scalar energy
technology. His GMAT performance and the future destiny that unfolded has shown a significant
shift in intelligence and accelerated learning.
The Tesla coils-iQube system is designed to create a
powerful, blissful, zero-point energy field that
effortlessly raises your vibration and improves the
resonance of your environment.
Inspired by the masterful Nikola Tesla, this Quantum
Tesla iQube technology has been researched,
developed, and created to clearly define Quantum
Physics and Scalar Wave Energy. Ahead of his time,
Tesla envisioned a world of love and free energy
based on scalar wave technology that did not damage
the human energy field or the quantum brain.
Nikola Tesla’s ideas in 1899 are now transforming the world with his brilliant inventions. This
Quantum Tesla iQube really is the choiceless choice if you want to raise the vibration in your
environment.
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Develop genius clarity: Entrainment with Quantum Theta
brainwaves support clarity by detoxifying the pineal gland
so you can stop the downward spiral of your emotional
reactivity and repetitive karmic patterns.
Decalcifying the pineal gland with 24×7 Quantum Theta
brainwaves is the process of eliminating toxic lifestyle
habits and environmental factors that keep us limited. This
is often referred to as ‘the awakening of your third eye’.

Quantum Theta Brain Waves shift your habitual patterns of thought and the emotional reactivity
that keeps you stuck on the karmic wheel
The Quantum Theta Brain Waves generate a quantum
coherent field that operates like the surround sound of
scalar vortex energy so you can effortlessly shift your
habitual patterns of thought and emotional reaction.
Through gentle external sound and scalar energy
stimulation of theta brain waves, the Quantum Theta
Love iQube system works 24×7 to uplift you to a new
state of conscious awareness.
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